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Using Genres
to Read Scenes
of Writing

eading is not just deciphering words on a page—the typical definition of the activity—but also, in a larger sense, observing and
making sense of a scene by examining its language, both oral and
written. Reading and writing are interconnected activities that depend on
their scenes, situations, and genres—the concepts Chapter 1 introduces.
This chapter begins to explore that interconnection and focuses on the concept of genre, which we defined in Chapter 1 as the typical rhetorical ways of
responding to a repeated situation within a scene. You will learn in this chapter
how to read and analyze genres in order to access and understand scenes
and situations. You will then practice using that analysis to make informed
choices in your writing, a process we take up in more detail in Chapter 3.

R

Reading Scenes, Situations, and Genres
Chapter 1 explored how writing is enmeshed within scenes and the specific
situations within them. Reading, too, is enmeshed within situations and
scenes. When you pick up a book to read, you usually know already what
genre the book is: mystery, romance, biography, or textbook, for example.
The same is true for shorter kinds of texts, whether letters from friends,
sales letters, application forms, or e-mail messages. Your knowledge of the
genre provides you with a mental framework for how to read it; it gives you
a set of guidelines, what reading specialist Frank Smith calls “specifications,” for how to approach and make sense of a text. Because you know the
genre, you are already on your way to knowing how to read the text.
You know a great deal about many scenes and situations as well as about
the expectations of the genres involved. If you pick up a sales letter, for
example, you know these elements of the scene and situation: The writer is
acting as a sales agent, not as a friend or colleague; the subject of the letter
will be some product; the writer’s primary purpose is to sell you something;
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and you are being treated as someone who is in a position to buy the product. Because you know the scene of sales letters, you know that someone
thought you would share the writer’s interest in the product, but you also
suspect that the information in the letter will not necessarily be unbiased or
fully accurate.
You probably do not think about this knowledge consciously, but you
reflect it in your decisions about how to act in response to the text: You
might scan for the nature of the product and, if you do not in fact share the
writer’s interest in the product, you might throw it away without reading further. Similarly, when you pick up a textbook, you know some things about its
scene and situation as you begin to read. The scene of an assigned text for a
course requires that you at least pretend to share the teacher’s interest in the
subject and that you read the entire text whether that interest is real or
feigned. The situation places you as a seeker of knowledge and the textbook
author as expert, and you read accordingly, highlighting key points, studying
definitions, and accepting the information you find in the textbook as accurate.When you read, then, you act on your knowledge of the genre, situation,
and scene of the text. You not only process the words inscribed on the
page; you also read the situation and scene inscribed in the genre.
People adjust their ways of reading texts to the genres, situations, and
scenes that those texts involve. For example, as you have been reading this
textbook, you have been acting differently as you read the various genres
within it, even though you are probably not aware of those shifting habits.The
whole book represents the textbook genre and the scene of a writing class;
within it are certain genres of communication which reflect their own scenes
and situations.You read the body of this textbook for its information, perhaps
highlighting important points or new terms, but you read the Writing
Activities differently, perhaps waiting for your teacher to assign them before
you consider their content seriously and looking for what you are supposed to
do rather than what you are supposed to know.You read theTable of Contents
differently again, just seeking page numbers or topics, and you read the Index
with yet another approach. This process of negotiation, of repositioning
ourselves from one scene to the next and at times within multiple
scenes at once, is not the result of guesswork; it is not a random
process. Rather, it involves a complex, active process of reading.
Sometimes, though, we get it wrong. In Chapter 1 we learned about
what the ancient Greeks called kairos, the art of timing communication correctly. Imagine someone who always misreads scenes, who is constantly saying the wrong thing at the wrong time, like a character in a Saturday Night
Live skit whose contributions to a conversation are always two topics behind
the rest.When others have moved on from discussing the boss’s hairpiece to
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discussing an upcoming concert, the misreading character chimes in with,
“And it doesn’t even match his hair’s real color!” Misreading a scene leads
to gaffes and ineffectiveness (in less extreme ways probably) for each of us.
We may make a joke in class that a classmate finds offensive, or we might
request something of a boss in a way that gets an immediate denial.
Sometimes, we misread a scene on purpose, trying to find a way to get other
people’s attention or to protest accepted behavior. A protester can shout out
during a lecture, or a student can refuse to follow a paper assignment (turning in a collage instead of a history paper). Sometimes, though, we are just
so unfamiliar with a scene that we fail to read it accurately or completely.
The first time we go to a formal party, we may not know what to expect,
how to dress, or what kinds of conversations we will have. Learning how to
read formal invitations, though, can give us some clues that will help us prepare. Similarly, the first time we want to join a public discussion about a
current issue, we can begin more effectively by learning how to read such
public genres as editorials and letters to the editor. In both cases, the genres,
as typical ways of communicating and acting in their scenes, contain clues
about how we can communicate and act effectively in these scenes.
Learning how to analyze genres will help you read unfamiliar scenes as well
as to think consciously about familiar scenes so you can choose how to act
in them as writers.

Writing Activity 2.1
List at least 10 different genres you read, including if possible at least one genre
that you read on a computer. Remember to include not just formal or school genres and not just literary genres but also the everyday genres you read, like the
backs of cereal boxes. Then pick three of these genres and write a paragraph
describing how differently you read each of them. How does your reading of a
cereal box differ from your reading of textbooks and sales letters, for example?

Writing Activity 2.2
Think of five different genres you have written, including one you write on a computer. How do you think you learned to write each one? Have you read examples of
those genres written by other people? If so, how do you think that influenced your
writing of them? If not, how do you think you learned to write a genre without reading it? Do you feel more confident writing some of these genres than you do working with others? If so, do you think that confidence is related to how you have
learned them? Write a paragraph or two describing your experiences with at least
three of these genres and speculating about how you have learned to write them.
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Reading the Language of a Scene
To see how you can read scenes and situations through genres, you first
need to see how language—words, sentence structures, forms—can reveal
more than just the content of what people have to say. The language people
use can reveal who they are, who they are trying to be, who they are communicating with, and what they are trying to achieve. Just as we can learn
something about a scene by “reading” the way people dress and behave in
it, we can also learn something about a scene by reading the way people
communicate in it. The language of a scene tells us a great deal about the
scene, about the people in it, even about their values, goals, and beliefs.
Patterns in the language people use are as visible in scenes as are patterns of social behavior such as certain rituals, habits of interaction, ways of
dressing, and so on. But you are probably better at reading social behavior
than you are at reading rhetorical behavior because you have had more
experience learning to read social behavior. For example, you probably are
very good at reading the meaning and effect of a facial gesture (a blush or a
wink) or other form of body language, but you may struggle with trying to
explain the meaning and effect of, say, a passive sentence, subordinate
clause, or a strategically placed sentence fragment. Without necessarily
knowing any of these grammatical terms, people choose these linguistic
forms, just as they choose to wear a certain style of dress or other behaviors.
So learning to read people’s language choices, though it takes some practice, can help you read people’s situations and scenes.You can then use that
reading to make effective linguistic choices in your own writing; you will be
able to communicate effectively with other participants in your scene of the
moment.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF WORD CHOICES: BED VERSUS RACK
Think about the word bed. When we say “bed,” we usually think about a
place where we go to sleep. The connotation of the word (what the word
implies) suggests something positive: A place to rest, a place of comfort and
warmth. The Marines, however, use a different word to refer to the object
on which they sleep. Instead of “bed,” they say “rack.” Is this merely a difference in word choice? Is “rack” just another way of saying “bed”? Not
really. Even though the two words refer to the same thing, the word rack
connotes something different from bed; it implies something hard and cold,
something on which we store objects such as merchandise.
Why would a Marine use the term rack? There are probably many reasons. One reason, though, is very likely that the word rack reinforces the
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toughness Marines are taught to develop. To be an effective soldier, one has
to depersonalize oneself to some extent. To fight in battle, a soldier has to
become more like a machine than a human with feelings; otherwise, he or she
might not be able to perform under the horrible conditions of war.The word
rack facilitates this process of dehumanization by influencing the way that
Marines think of themselves more as objects than as persons.This process of
depersonalization is a necessary part of a Marine’s socialization into and
eventual success within the military scene and its various situations.
For a Marine, learning to say “rack” is very much like learning how to
clean a gun or how to navigate a minefield. It is part of a Marine’s training.
The word is part of the military script a person must learn in order to act
and communicate as a Marine. By critically reading the language of this
scene we, as outsiders, gain insight into both behaviors and values of the
participants in the scene. We start becoming aware of the scene’s implicit
script, which is an important first step in helping us make effective choices
about how we could behave and communicate within this otherwise unfamiliar scene.
In the following essay, Perri Klass reads the medical community’s language in order to reveal something about its underlying script. As you read
“Learning the Language,” pay attention to the language that doctors and
nurses use to communicate, and consider what that language reveals about
the medical scene and those who participate in it. Part of what makes this
essay interesting is that it is written from Klass’s experience. Think about
what it meant for Klass to “learn the language.”
■ ■ ■

Learning the Language
Perri Klass
“Mrs. Tolstoy is your basic LOL in NAD, admitted for a soft rule-out MI,” the
intern announces. I scribble that on my patient list. In other words, Mrs. Tolstoy
is a Little Old Lady in No Apparent Distress who is in the hospital to make sure
she hasn’t had a heart attack (rule out a Myocardial Infarction). And we think
it’s unlikely that she has had a heart attack (a soft rule-out).
If I learned nothing else during my first three months of working in the hospital as a medical student, I learned endless jargon and abbreviations. I started
out in a state of primeval innocence, in which I didn’t even know that “s– CP,
SOB, N/V” meant “without chest pain, shortness of breath, or nausea and vomiting.” By the end I took the abbreviations so much for granted that I would
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complain to my mother the English professor, “And can you believe I had to put
down three NG tubes last night?”
“You’ll have to tell me what an NG tube is if you want me to sympathize
properly,” my mother said. NG, nasogastric—isn’t it obvious?
I picked up not only the specific expressions but also the patterns of speech
and the grammatical conventions; for example, you never say that a patient’s
blood pressure fell or that his cardiac enzymes rose. Instead, the patient is
always the subject of the verb: “He dropped his pressure.” “He bumped his
enzymes.” This sort of construction probably reflects the profound irritation of
the intern when the nurses come in the middle of the night to say that Mr.
Dickinson has disturbingly low blood pressure. “Oh, he’s gonna hurt me bad
tonight,” the intern might say, inevitably angry at Mr. Dickinson for dropping
his pressure and creating a problem.
When chemotherapy fails to cure Mrs. Bacon’s cancer, what we say is, “Mrs.
Bacon failed chemotherapy.”
“Well, we’ve already had one hit today, and we’re up next, but at least we’ve
got mostly stable players on our team.” This means that our team (group of
doctors and medical students) has already gotten one new admission today,
and it is our turn again, so we’ll get whoever is admitted next in emergency, but
at least most of the patients we already have are fairly stable, that is, unlikely to
drop their pressures or in any other way get suddenly sicker and hurt us bad.
Baseball metaphor is pervasive. A no-hitter is a night without any new admissions. A player is always a patient—a nitrate player is a patient on nitrates, a
unit player is a patient in the intensive care unit, and so on, until you reach the
terminal player.
It is interesting to consider what it means to be winning, or doing well, in
this perennial baseball game. When the intern hangs up the phone and
announces, “I got a hit,” that is not cause for congratulations. The team is not
scoring points; rather, it is getting hit, being bombarded with new patients. The
object of the game from the point of view of the doctors, considering the players for whom they are already responsible, is to get as few new hits as possible.
This special language contributes to a sense of closeness and professional
spirit among people who are under a great deal of stress. As a medical student,
I found it exciting to discover that I’d finally cracked the code, that I could
understand what doctors said and wrote, and could use the same formulations
myself. Some people seem to become enamored of the jargon for its own sake,
perhaps because they are so deeply thrilled with the idea of medicine, with the
idea of themselves as doctors.
I knew a medical student who was referred to by the interns on the team as
Mr. Eponym because he was so infatuated with eponymous terminology, the
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more obscure the better. He never said “capillary pulsations” if he could say
“Quincke’s pulses.” He would lovingly tell over the multi-named syndromes—
Wolff-Parkinson-White, Lown-Ganong-Levine, Schönlein-Henoch—until the
temptation to suggest Schleswig-Holstein or Stevenson-Kefauver or BaskinRobbins became irresistible to his less reverent colleagues.
And there is the jargon that you don’t ever want to hear yourself using. You
know that your training is changing you, but there are certain changes you
think would be going a little too far.
The resident was describing a man with devastating terminal pancreatic cancer. “Basically he’s CTD,” the resident concluded. I reminded myself that I had
resolved not to be shy about asking when I didn’t understand things. “CTD?” I
asked timidly.
The resident smirked at me. “Circling The Drain.”
The images are vivid and terrible. “What happened to Mrs. Melville?”
“Oh, she boxed last night.” To box is to die, of course.
Then there are the more pompous locutions that can make the beginning
medical student nervous about the effects of medical training. A friend of mine
was told by his resident, “A pregnant woman with sickle-cell represents a failure of genetic counseling.”
Mr. Eponym, who tried hard to talk like the doctors, once explained to me,
“An infant is basically a brainstem preparation.” The term “brainstem preparation,” as used in neurological research, refers to an animal whose higher brain
functions have been destroyed so that only the most primitive reflexes remain,
like the sucking reflex, the startle reflex, and the rooting reflex.
And yet at other times the harshness dissipates into a strangely elusive
euphemism. “As you know, this is a not entirely benign procedure,” some doctor will say, and that will be understood to imply agony, risk of complications,
and maybe even a significant mortality rate.
The more extreme forms aside, one most important function of medical jargon is to help doctors maintain some distance from their patients. By reformulating a patient’s pain and problems into a language that the patient doesn’t
even speak, I suppose we are in some sense taking those pains and problems
under our jurisdiction and also reducing their emotional impact. This linguistic
separation between doctors and patients allows conversations to go on at the
bedside that are unintelligible to the patient. “Naturally, we’re worried about
adeno-CA,” the intern can say to the medical student, and lung cancer need
never be mentioned.
I learned a new language this past summer. At times it thrills me to hear
myself using it. It enables me to understand my colleagues, to communicate
effectively in the hospital. Yet I am uncomfortably aware that I will never again
notice the peculiarities and even atrocities of medical language as keenly as I
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did this summer. There may be specific expressions I manage to avoid, but even
as I remark them, promising myself I will never use them, I find that this language is becoming my professional speech. It no longer sounds strange in my
ears—or coming from my mouth. And I am afraid that as with any new language, to use it properly you must absorb not only the vocabulary but also the
structure, the logic, the attitudes. At first you may notice these new and alien
assumptions every time you put together a sentence, but with time and
increased fluency you stop being aware of them at all. And as you lose that
awareness, for better or for worse, you move closer and closer to being a doctor instead of just talking like one. ■

Collaborative Activity 2.1
After reading “Learning the Language,” work with classmates to describe the language doctors and nurses use to communicate.Why do doctors and nurses use the
language that they do? What does the language they use tell us about the medical
scene and the beliefs, assumptions, and objectives of the participants in that scene?
In addition, what happens to Klass as she begins to learn the language? Why do
you think this happens? Can members of your group relate to her experience? That
is, have any of you had occasion to learn a new way of communicating, and if so,
what kind of effect did that acquisition have on you? Be prepared to share your
responses with the class.

Writing Activity 2.3
Think of some group to which you belong: Perhaps a volunteer organization, an
online discussion group, a fraternity or sorority, a club or team, or even a group of
friends. What words do members of your group share that are not used the same
way by other groups? Look at those words to see if you can discover reasons your
group has chosen them. Do the reasons have something to do with the values,
beliefs, and objectives of the group? What do the words mean to your group? Write
a paragraph reporting your thoughts about the words and your group.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SENTENCE STRUCTURES:
PASSIVE VERSUS ACTIVE SENTENCES
Not only choices of words but also choices of sentence structures can reveal
different points of view. In the same way that we can read the language of
the medical and military scenes in order to learn something about the way
people within them communicate and act, we can also read the language of
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the various academic scenes that we encounter in a college or university in
order to communicate and act more effectively within them.
A great deal of writing in the sciences, for example, uses passive sentence
constructions, such as “Twelve samples were studied,” “The investigation
was focused on the transmission of HIV,” or “The ozone has traditionally
been viewed as a protective layer.” In each of these examples, the person or
people performing the action—studying the samples, focusing the investigation, and viewing the ozone layer—are omitted so that the action seems to
have occurred somehow on its own. The writer has constructed the sentence to eliminate reference to who is doing the action. You might recall
English teachers who warned you against using the passive voice in your
writing, preferring instead active sentences, such as “Professor Miller studied twelve samples” or “The team of scientists from MIT investigated the
transmission of HIV.” Participants in the humanities prefer the active voice
because they believe agency (who is doing an action) is significant and
because they focus on the human and the subjective.Their language reflects
these values. In the sciences, however, different values and assumptions
prevail.
In the sciences, the passive voice reinforces a scientific belief that the
physical world exists objectively, independent of human intervention. A scientist traditionally assumes the role of someone who observes and records
what happens, and the use of the passive voice reflects this process. Passive
sentences suggest that actions occur mainly through their own accord, with
the scientist simply describing them. Passive voice also allows the scientist to
emphasize the physical world, the object of investigation, rather than the
scientist, whose agency is less important. For the scientist who writes, “Five
ounces of nitrate were added to a solution,” it does not matter who actually
added the nitrate; what matters is how the nitrate behaved after it was added
to the solution.The passive voice not only linguistically reflects the objectivity that scientists desire; it also gives readers the impression that the action
occurred on its own, free of human bias. This perspective is an important
one for scientists to convey.
The difference between the active and the passive use of language
enables us to recognize some of the differences between the scientific and
the humanistic academic scenes.The active is not more effective or “better”
than the passive; each just represents a different way of thinking, behaving,
and communicating in different scenes. Similarly, “bed” is not better than
“rack,” and a medical student’s vocabulary is not worse than a funeral
director’s. As we learn to recognize the different uses of language in
different scenes and situations, we can start to read the significance
and meanings of those differences. We come to realize that these differ-
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ent linguistic habits are not arbitrary or artificial; rather, they are adapted to
and reflect their social scenes quite well. By learning to recognize and read
the linguistic habits of each scene, we also learn how to position ourselves
within it as social actors and as writers. In this way, the process of reading
and the process of writing are dramatically connected.

Writing Activity 2.4
Think of a scene in which you are currently participating and, using some of the
observation strategies we described in Box 1.2 (pp. 44–45), observe the language
used within that scene. For example, note the language used during a course you
are currently taking; spend an hour in your workplace (when you are not working) and record the language you hear your fellow workers use; print copies of all
the exchanges on your class electronic discussion list for a day; or observe the
language used at a meeting of volunteers for a nonprofit agency for which you
volunteer.

1. Record not just the specialist vocabulary of the participants but also how
they use more ordinary words.

2. See what patterns you can recognize in the language you have recorded.
3. Speculate about what those patterns might mean, how they might reflect
the values or goals or activities of the scene you observed.
Write for your teacher and classmates a one-page summary of your findings,
including what scene you described, what language patterns you observed, and
what their significance might be.

Writing Activity 2.5
Study two Web sites from two different organizations. You might pick organizations having some common ground but different perspectives, like sites of a
Republican and a Democratic organization, or sites of an animal breeding organization and an animal protection organization, or sites of a community college and
an elite university. Look for different forms of language used on the two sites.
Write a paragraph discussing how the different uses of language reveal the different perspectives of the two scenes.

Collaborative Activity 2.2
You may already have begun to see the differing values and expectations among
academic scenes. In small groups, trade textbooks that each of you brought in
from a class in a different department, and compare these with this textbook.What
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different uses of language do you recognize in these two texts? Can you see more
than just differences of technical or specialist vocabulary? List some examples of
different language use, and speculate why these differences might exist.

Reading Scenes and Situations through Genres
The language that people use reflects not only the scene but also the situation and genre within the scene. People adjust their language to the particular situation (involving certain participants, subjects, settings, and purposes) and the particular genre (the typical way of responding to the
situation) in which they are participating. For example, scientists usually do
not speak in passive voice no matter what situation they are in and what
genre they are using. If they are instructing students how to perform an
experiment, they will more likely use the imperative, saying “Pour the
chemical into the beaker,” not “The chemical was poured into the beaker.”
Passive constructions are prominent instead, as we’ve seen, in such genres
as lab reports and research articles associated with a more reportive communication situation within the scientific scene. Similarly, medical students
do not use the language Klass describes in all situations, but mainly when
they are speaking with other medical personnel. And even Marines may
shift from “rack” to “bed” when speaking to their families.
Once you learn to recognize how different situations and genres encourage different uses of language, you can use your understanding of these differences to make more effective writing choices within different situations
and genres. In the remainder of this chapter, we will show you how to recognize and interpret features of genres; at the end of this chapter and then
in the next one, we will show you how to turn that social understanding into
making your own writing choices.

GENRES AS SOCIAL SCRIPTS
As typical rhetorical ways of acting in different situations, genres function
as social scripts. For instance, when you attend the first day of a typical college course, say this writing class, the first things you probably do are look
around at the other students, check out the layout of the room, try to figure
out what the teacher is like, and so on. In other words, you begin to read the
scene in order to decide how best to act within it. But perhaps the best indication you will get about the nature of this scene is through the syllabus that
the teacher distributes. As you know, the syllabus is a genre, one that teachers typically distribute on the first day of class. Beyond containing impor-
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tant information about the course goals, policies, and expectations, it helps
set the scene of the course. By reading it carefully, you not only learn what
you have to do in order to succeed in the course, when assignments are due,
what the course policies are, and so on; you also learn something about how
to behave in this scene; what kind of role your teacher will play and what
kind of role she or he expects you to play; and what values, beliefs, and goals
guide this course. The syllabus, in short, gives you early and important
access to the “script” of the course. How well you read this script will
impact how effectively you will act within the scene of the class and its various situations.

Writing Activity 2.6
Select a course other than this one for which you have received a syllabus. Before
looking back at the syllabus, describe the “personality” of that course—the nature
of the course that is conveyed through the class structure, activities, assignments,
teacher-student interactions, student-student interactions, etc. Now look at the
syllabus for that course: Does the syllabus share any “personality traits” with the
course? Could you tell from the syllabus what kind of course it is turning out to
be? If so, find some features of the syllabus that reveal that personality. If not, find
some features of the syllabus that suggest a different personality.

Collaborative Activity 2.3
In a group of three or four other students, revise the syllabus for this writing
course to create a “personality” quite different from the one the actual syllabus
describes. Think about how different the role of students might be, what different kinds of information might be conveyed, how different the persona of the
teacher might be. Your new syllabus should not change the requirements of the
course, but it should significantly change the nature of its scene. Depending on
what your teacher requests, write your new syllabus on an overhead transparency or your computer or post it to your class’s Web site, and be prepared to
explain to your classmates what aspects of the course’s scene you changed by
changing the syllabus script.

READING THE PATIENT MEDICAL HISTORY FORM
For another example of how the language of genres reflects their situations,
think about the scene of the doctor’s office. Most of us can readily picture
this scene, with its seating area, its coffee table piled with magazines, its
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reception desk, and its small examination rooms with health posters hanging on the walls. It is a familiar scene.What may be less familiar, however, is
the role that genres play in scripting this scene.
The Patient Medical History Form (PMHF) is one such genre. You
might recognize the form as the genre patients have to complete prior to
meeting with the doctor on their initial visit to the doctor’s office. The
PMHF asks patients to provide critical information regarding their age, sex,
weight, and height as well as their medical history, including prior and
recurring physical conditions, past treatments, and, of course, a description
of current physical symptoms. These questions are usually followed by a
request for insurance information and then a consent-to-treat statement
and a legal release statement that a patient signs. With these components,
the PMHF is both a patient record and a legal document, helping the doctor treat the patient and at the same time protecting the doctor from potential lawsuits.
The PMHF does more than convey information from patient to doctor.
In its content and visual design, it also tells us something about the scene
that the patient is entering. Reading the genre, for instance, we notice that
most if not all of its questions focus on a patient’s physical symptoms. The
genre is designed in such a way that there is very little space in which
patients can describe their emotional state. The genre’s focus on the physical reflects Western cultural views of medicine, which tend to separate the
body and the mind. The medical assumption seems to be that doctors can
isolate and then treat physical symptoms with little to no reference to the
patient’s state of mind and the effect that state of mind might have on these
symptoms.
The attitude reflected in the language of this form resembles the description in Perri Klass’s article earlier in this chapter of how doctors and nurses
talk. As a genre, then, the PMHF reflects and preserves the habits of the
medical community. It functions as one of the scripts by which the actors in
this medical scene perform their roles and interact with one another. By
completing the PMHF, an individual begins to assume the role of patient,
one who has certain physical symptoms. And when the doctor meets the
patient, the doctor will likely relate to the patient that way (it is not uncommon, for instance, for doctors and nurses to refer to patients by their physical symptoms, such as “I treated a knee injury today” or “the ear infection is
in Room 3”).
The Patient Medical History Form, thus, is one of the scripts that underwrites the scene of the doctor’s office. Other genres within this scene (prescription notes, referral letters, patient files, letters to insurance companies,
to name a few) set up other relations (between doctors and pharmacists,
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doctors and other doctors, etc.), other actions, and other social roles.
Together, the genres provide a kind of rhetorical map that we can read in
order to chart how people behave and communicate within this scene.

Collaborative Activity 2.4
Working with classmates, examine the visual elements of the sample PMHF we
have included. Pay attention to the design of the document: The use of borders,
boxes, headings and subheadings, font shape and size, color, etc. What else do
these elements tell us about this genre and the scene in which it is used? In what
ways do the visual elements support the claim we have been making about the
PMHF?

FROM READING TO ANALYZING GENRES
What we just did in reading the Patient Medical History Form to determine
what it can tell us about how people behave and communicate in the doctor’s office is called genre analysis. Genre analysis involves the close and
critical reading of people’s patterns of communication in different situations within scenes. As a process, it involves collecting samples of a genre,
identifying patterns within it (recognizing, for example, that PMHFs focus
almost exclusively on physical symptoms), and then drawing conclusions
about what these patterns reveal about the situation or scene in which it is
used. By doing this kind of genre analysis, you will gain access to the
patterns of communication that will enable you to write more effectively within different situations and scenes.
Genre analysis involves close reading and some observation by
1. Collecting samples of a genre
2. Finding out where, when, by whom, why, and how the genre is used
3. Identifying rhetorical and linguistic patterns in the genre
4. Determining what these patterns tell us about the people who use it
and the scene in which it is used
You might want to review our discussion of observing scenes in Chapter 1,
especially Box 1.2 (pp. 44–45).
In order to demonstrate how genre analysis works, we will now move
from our relatively informal reading of the PMHF genre to the formal
process of analyzing the genre of the business complaint letter. After you
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practice analyzing genres yourself, we will show you how you can use your
analysis of genre to make your own writing choices.

A Sample Genre Analysis of
the Complaint Letter
We have chosen the complaint letter as a model for our genre analysis in
part because it is a genre you might have some experience with, and
because it is short enough that we can include several samples (pp. 67–69).
As noted above, the first step in doing genre analysis involves collecting
samples of the genre. There are several ways to collect samples.You can ask
participants in a scene you have been observing for copies of the genre they
have been using. If the genre is a more public one, as in the case of greeting
cards, classified ads, menus, Web sites, wedding announcements, etc., you
can readily find samples of the genre. You can also collect samples from
books about the genre. For the analysis that follows, we collected complaint
letters from several business-writing textbooks that included examples of
the genre.
The second step is to start collecting information about the genre’s situation and scene. Before you look at the samples we have included, consider
what you already know about the complaint letter as a genre:
■

Who uses the genre?

■

What is it about?

■

Where is the genre used?

■

When is it used?

■

Why is it used?

There are several ways in which you can answer these questions before
doing the deeper analysis of the genre samples. One way is to draw on what
you already know about the genre. Another way is to observe the scene and
situation in which the genre is used (see Box 1.2, pp. 44–45). The observation could include interviewing users of the genre, watching people use the
genre, and observing what the genre does. In the case of the complaint letter, we know that, unlike a syllabus, a lab report, or a patient medical history
form, the complaint letter is not solely used in just one concrete scene (a
classroom, a lab, or a doctor’s office, for instance). Individuals may write
complaint letters from home, or an employee in a company’s purchasing
department may write a letter of complaint from the office. However, the
general scene of this genre involves a group of participants (consumers)
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who have the shared objective of seeking restitution for a defective product
or inadequate service.
Once we have identified the scene, we can consider the elements of situation (setting, subject, participants, purposes) that prompt and define complaint letters. Drawing on prior knowledge, we know that complaint letters
are letters written in any setting, mailed or e-mailed, about some sort of
problem that has arisen, be it a billing error, poor or inadequate service, a
defective or falsely advertised product, and so on.We also know that a complaint letter is often written by someone who has been either directly
affected by the problem or represents an organization that has been affected
by the problem in some way. In turn, readers of complaint letters are ideally
people who are in a position to address the problem, ranging from the
owner of a small company to the consumer affairs department of a large
organization. Finally, we know that the purposes of the complaint letter are
to bring the problem to the attention of the person or organization responsible for it, to convince them that the complaint is justified, and to request
some sort of fair settlement or correction, which, if settlement is reached,
often arrives in the form of a related genre called the adjustment letter.
Gathering information about use of a genre (in this case complaint letters),
either through your prior knowledge, interview, or observation, is the second step, after collecting samples, in performing a genre analysis.
The third and fourth steps in genre analysis are a little more challenging.
They involve identifying a genre’s linguistic and rhetorical patterns and
determining what these patterns reveal about the people who use it, including their behaviors and activities, and the situation and scene in which it is
used. You are probably already familiar with most of these patterns from
past English courses in which you practiced doing textual criticism and
analysis of works of literature.
To begin identifying the rhetorical and linguistic patterns of a genre, we
need to read it closely, looking for any recurrent features that all samples of
the genre share. In identifying recurrent features, it is best to move from the
general to the specific:
■

Identify content

■

Identify the appeals to the audience

■

Identify the structure used

■

Identify the format used

■

Identify choice of sentence style and words

We begin by looking at the content, at the information that is typically
included and excluded in the samples.
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Then we look at the types of rhetorical appeals that are used. Rhetorical
appeals are ways of trying to persuade an audience, the names of which—
logos, pathos, and ethos—are based in the classical study of rhetoric in
ancient Greece. Logos is appealing to an audience’s rational mind, to the persuasiveness of logical and reasoned arguments and evidence. Pathos is
appealing to an audience’s emotions, persuading readers by making them feel
the writer’s position, whether through sympathy, compassion, anger, or any
other emotion. Ethos is appealing to an audience’s belief in the personal qualities of the writer, persuading the readers that the writer should be believed or
agreed with on this subject. For example, writers may try to convince readers
they are credible because of their expertise, sympathetic because of their
experiences, or believable because they are in positions of power.
After the largest elements of content and rhetorical appeals, we look at
the largest structural patterns (What are the various parts? How are they
organized? In what order do they appear?) and then format (the layout of
the sample texts, their appearance, length, etc.).Then we focus on the more
specific linguistic features, on the syntax or sentence structure and the
diction or word choices. Syntactic choices include sentence length and
complexity and other patterns in sentence style, such as using the passive or
active verbs, as we discussed earlier. We also look at the kinds of words that
are used within the samples: What kinds of words are used to convey the
subject matter? Are they mainly words used by specialists (jargon) or slang?
What do the words connote? Recall our earlier discussion of the difference
between the connotations of the words bed and rack. How would you
describe the writer’s voice (the personality or presence of the writer that is
conveyed through the words)? Everything from the content to the
structure to the word choices within a genre makes up its rhetorical
patterns. With this brief overview in mind, we will now walk you through
the process of identifying rhetorical and linguistic patterns typically found
in complaint letters. As you read the samples on pages 67–69, see what
rhetorical patterns you can identify.

IDENTIFYING CONTENT
Beginning with content, we see that each complaint letter describes a specific complaint, something that went wrong or did not work as promised.
The letters also include detailed information about the products or services
that are the cause of the complaint, often listing invoice numbers, purchase
dates, model numbers, etc. And each letter makes some request of the
reader: Asking for a new product, a repair of the old product, or compensation to the writer for the bad service or product.
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Sample Complaint Letter 1
Rudi’s Country Store
R.D. 1
Ft. Mark, PA 15540
August 22, 19
Mr. Franklin Morrison
American Paint Company
537 Schoolyard Road
Messina, PA 15540
Dear Mr. Morrison:
I am writing to you because I have been unable to reach you by phone,
even after leaving messages on your machine. Your painting crew just
finished painting my store and I am not entirely satisfied with the job
or the bill.
Your workers tended to arrive late, about 9:30 a.m., and leave early,
about 3:30 p.m. Once they missed a whole afternoon because, according to the foreman, they had another job to do. As a result, they were
on site for four days instead of the estimated three.
The crew’s behavior on the job was also unnecessarily disruptive. They
worked with no shirts on and yelled to each other. My store stays open
until 10:00 at night, and I would have appreciated it if they had cleared
away their empty paint cans and other paraphernalia from around the
front and sides of the store after work every day, but instead they left
each afternoon without cleaning up.
I also seem to have been billed for a can of paint that the workers overturned, staining the parking lot. I fixed the stain, but I would like my
bill adjusted accordingly. I hope you will pass these complaints on to
your foreman. Because you are a successful company, I am sure that
these practices are not normal. Your bid was low, and the paint job
looks good. I look forward to doing business with you again, if you can
assure me that the problems I mentioned will not arise.
Respectfully,
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Sample Complaint Letter 2
1390 Southwest Twentieth Street
Davie, FL 33326
22 September 2000
The Doubleday Store
Customer Service Department
501 Franklin Avenue
Garden City, NJ 07769
Re: Account #96-299-38934
Gentlemen:
Please review my account for a credit. On 12 July 2000 I received the
Pierre Cardin canvas luggage set from your company which I ordered
on 15 June 2000. When I received the luggage from your company, it
was on a trial basis for 60 days. After examining the luggage, I determined that it was not substantial enough for my needs, and I
returned the entire set on 12 August 2000.
The charge of $279.95 has continued to be shown on my last two
monthly statements. I wrote a note on the statement each time indicating the date and return of luggage and sent the statement back to
your company. Copies of these notes are attached to this letter. To
date, I have not received an adjusted statement.
Would you please credit my account for $279.95 and send me an
adjusted statement?
I will appreciate your prompt attention to this matter.
Very truly yours,
Ruth Burrows
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Sample Complaint Letter 3
ROBBINS CONSTRUCTION, INC.
255 Robbins Place Centerville, MO 65101 (417) 555-1850
August 19, 19XX
Mr. David Larsen
Larsen Supply Company
311 Elmerine Avenue
Anderson, MO 63501
Dear Mr. Larsen:
As steady customers of yours for over 15 years, we came to you first
when we needed a quiet pile driver for a job near a residential area.
On your recommendation, we bought your Vista 500 Quiet Driver, at
$14,900. We have since found, much to our embarrassment, that it is
not substantially quieter than a regular pile driver.
We received the contract to do the bridge repair here in Centerville
after promising to keep the noise to under 90 db during the day. The
Vista 500 (see enclosed copy of bill of sale for particulars) is rated at 85
db, maximum. We began our work and, although one of our workers
said the driver didn’t seem sufficiently quiet to him, assured the people
living near the job site that we were well within the agreed sound
limit. One of them, an acoustical engineer, marched out the next day
and demonstrated that we were putting out 104 db. Obviously, something is wrong with the pile driver.
I think you will agree that we have a problem. We were able to secure
other equipment, at considerable inconvenience, to finish the job on
schedule. When I telephoned your company that humiliating day, however, a Mr. Meredith informed me that I should have done an acoustical reading on the driver before I accepted delivery.
I would like you to send out a technician—as soon as possible—either
to repair the driver so that it performs according to specifications or to
take it back for a full refund.
Yours truly,
Jack Robbins, President
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IDENTIFYING RHETORICAL APPEALS
Second, we look for the kinds of rhetorical appeals the writers use.The writers of these complaint letters use a variety of rhetorical appeals to register
their complaints in a forceful yet restrained and reasonable manner. They
use logos, approaching the subject logically and treating the reader as a
rational person who will surely see the problem and try to correct it. The
writers offer facts and details about the situation and evidence of the problem to appeal to the reader’s logical mind and to demonstrate that the writers are also rational and credible individuals. In order to create a credible
and sympathetic ethos, or image of the writer, the letter writers portray
themselves as reasonable people, who did what they should have done and
yet encountered difficulty. Although the complaint letters rarely show anger
(which might harm their sympathy or credibility), they do indicate how
troubling or inconvenient the problem was, what pain and suffering was
caused, appealing to pathos or to the reader’s emotions for sympathy. In
order to create sympathy between reader and writer, complaint letters often
end on a note of optimism, suggesting that the writer believes the reader will
respond conscientiously (“I will appreciate your prompt attention to this
matter”). These complaint letters use logos, pathos, and ethos to try to persuade the reader to do what the writer is requesting.

IDENTIFYING STRUCTURE
After describing what we can of the content and rhetorical appeals of the
genre, we turn to describing the structure of the complaint letter—its parts
and their order. We notice first that, for the most part, writers begin the
genre by identifying themselves as customers of the company or organization being addressed. The first part of the complaint letter also sometimes
includes the specific product or service that has caused the complaint,
which the company or organization will need in order to issue repairs or
refunds.The second part of the complaint letter provides a specific description of the nature of the problem. Included here is a description of what
happened, especially what went wrong. This section does more than just
describe, however; it also tries to convince the reader that the product is
defective or the service is inadequate by giving detailed examples, primarily
through personal testimony but sometimes supported by more objective
data. The final part of these complaint letters usually proposes or requests
some kind of action, solution, or adjustment in relation to the problem.
Some conclude with a curt request; others conclude with a more courteous
optimism, signaling the writer’s hope that the reader will respond fairly and
promptly.
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IDENTIFYING FORMAT
In terms of format, layout, and appearance, these complaint letters generally follow standard business letter format, with a heading that includes
the writer’s address or letterhead as well as the date, an inside address with
the name and address of the recipient, a salutation (“Dear Ms. Webber”),
the body, the closing (“Sincerely” or “Respectfully”), and the signature.
Although they are not represented among our samples, we have seen complaint letters that have been handwritten as well as typed, but even handwritten letters tend to follow the standard business letter format.

IDENTIFYING SENTENCES, WORDS, AND TONE
On the sentence and diction levels, we notice that complaint letters tend to
be slightly formal and often direct. The writers of these letters use mostly
active sentence constructions, such as “I ordered,” “We have used your
product for years,” “Your workers arrived late,” and “I think you will agree
we have a problem.” Writers of the complaint letters periodically use sentences that begin with introductory phrases, such as “As steady customers
of yours for over 15 years, we came to you first . . . ,” “On July 9, I
ordered . . . ,” and “Because you are a successful company, I am sure
that . . .” These introductory phrases provide background to the claim that
is about to be made in the sentence. As such, they serve as a way to create a
narrative, a sort of cause-and-effect relationship that leads up to the point
the writer is making. At the same time, they also help justify the credibility
of both the writer and the complaint.
Because the complaint letter refers back to an event that already
occurred, writers mostly use the past tense when describing the nature of
the problem. In the final paragraph, however, when the writer shifts from a
description of the problem to a request for settlement, the tense shifts as
well, signaling future or conditional action often with the use of the auxiliary
verb would. Overall, the sentences in these complaint letters tend to be
slightly long and embedded, using a variety of transitions such as coordinating conjunctions (and, but), subordinating conjunctions (because, after,
though), and interrupting phrases (phrases that add information or explanation such as “we were able to secure other equipment, at considerable inconvenience, to finish the job on schedule”). Such embedding creates a
narrative effect, helping the writer describe a chain of interconnected
events and their effects. Indeed, it seems that one of the rhetorical functions
of the interrupting phrases in particular is to allow the writer to insert his or
her feelings of annoyance into the description without drawing explicit
attention to the annoyance.
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A calm and rational tone, even when the writer may be annoyed, is perhaps the most typical feature of complaint letters, and it is evident at both
the word and sentence levels. While moments of anger do appear, they are
usually embedded within the larger description of the problem, as we saw
in the embedding of “at considerable inconvenience.” Even though first
and second person pronouns (I/we and you) are primarily used—reflecting
the relationship between writer and reader—the writers of these complaint
letters temper this directness by depersonalizing the you. Rather than pinning the blame directly on the reader personally, writers instead often
identify the reader as a representative of the company or organization or
even the product that is to blame, hence we see phrases such as “because
you are a successful company,” “your Vista 500 Quiet Driver,” “your
painting crew,” “your Newark, New Jersey parts warehouse,” etc. Other
examples of restraint and calmness include the selection of more formal
words such as informed instead of told, telephoned instead of called, arise
instead of come up, paraphernalia instead of stuff, indicating instead of
saying, and so on.

INTERPRETING GENERIC PATTERNS IN THE
COMPLAINT LETTER
Now that we have described rhetorical patterns in the complaint letters,
genre analysis turns to the significance or meaning of those patterns:
What do these rhetorical patterns tell us about the genre of the complaint letter and the situation and scene in which it is used?
What can we learn about the actions being performed through the genre
by observing its language patterns?
These questions mark the final step in performing a genre analysis.
There are, of course, many ways we can answer these questions and
many conclusions we can make and support. One argument we can
make—our thesis, if you will—is that the genre of the complaint letter tries
to create a situation that depersonalizes the relationship between the writer
and the reader. In a relatively uncomfortable situation of complaint, the
complaint letter genre enables the writer to complain without it “being personal.” The writers present themselves not as the managers and company
presidents that some of them are but as “customers.” We see this especially
at the beginning of the complaint letter, where the writer assumes the role
of customer: “On July 9, I ordered nine TV tuner assembly units,” “Your
painting crew just finished painting my store,” or “As steady customers of
yours for over 15 years, we came to you. . . .” In this role of customer, the
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writer then presents his or her complaint in fairly objective terms. That is, he
or she mainly describes how the service was inadequate or the product was
defective rather than how he or she felt about the service or product. By
couching any personal resentment or anger in a less emotional, relatively
objective description of what happened to him or her as a “customer,” the
writer achieves credibility in the complaint letter. Likewise, the reader is
also depersonalized. Rather than being addressed as personally responsible
for the problem, the reader is addressed as the company or organization.
This way, the reader is less likely to become defensive.
In mainstream U.S. culture, there are various “scenes” in which we can
communicate our complaints. Some of them include genres with more
emotional expression than others—for example, when a baseball player
complains to an umpire about being called out. People in other cultures
may treat complaints differently, and the genres that respond to their problems will reveal different attitudes and relationships, through different
rhetorical patterns. When we write a complaint letter that reflects the habits
and patterns that we have just analyzed, we probably are not even aware
that the scene of writing is being shaped in a way that maintains a delicate
and distancing relationship between the writer (customer) and the reader
(company or organization). How we write about the problem and the sort
of demands we make are all partly shaped by the genre we are using.

Sample Genre Analysis
So that you can see an example of genre analysis, we include below an
analysis written by a student, Nicole Rebernik, who here compares menus
from two Italian restaurants to show how differences in their linguisitic and
rhetorical patterns reveal differences in their customers. As you read this
sample, note how the author discovers things about the genre by doing an
analysis of the genre’s patterns.
Note also how the author presents this interpretation in the form of
some kind of argument about what the genre tells us. Such claims that focus
a paper are called in academic writing a thesis or controlling idea.
The controlling idea is the main thing a writer wants to say, the point
of the paper, the primary claim the writer wants to convey. The controlling
idea controls the paper, working within a particular genre to help the
writer determine what content is relevant and needed and how that content should be organized. The nature of the controlling idea varies in different genres, of course. As we will see in more detail in Part II, on academic genres, different kinds of ideas are important in different genres. In
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genre analyses, the controlling idea makes a claim or interpretive statement about the significance of the genre patterns. For example, the student who analyzed the PMHF (p. 60) claimed that the genre emphasizes
physical symptoms to the exclusion of the whole patient. If we were to
write a genre analysis paper based on our analysis of the complaint letter,
we might construct a controlling idea that complaint letters depersonalize
the complaint situation, making it easier for people in U.S. society to register complaints. Genre analyses result in claims about the genre, situation,
or scene that become controlling ideas when written up in academic
papers.
As you read Nicole’s analysis, pay attention to how she supports her claim
with evidence from the menus. Think also about any additional claims you
could make based on her analysis.

Rebernik 1
The Genre of Restaurant Menus: A Comparative Analysis
Nicole Rebernik
College students have many options throughout the
city when it comes to Italian dining. One popular spot near
campus is BelaRoma Pizza and Pasta, which caters to a college crowd and advertises on its menu the restaurant’s goal
of “Satisfying Your Cravings.” Located further from the campus strip is another Italian restaurant, Sicily’s, that caters
more to the larger community and offers a more formal dining experience. On its menu, you will find a different advertisement: “Silver Platter Award Winner for Best Italian Food.”
The differences in the implications of these quotations taken
from the menu covers show the differences in the communities these restaurants are trying to create and the customers
they are seeking to serve. BelaRoma’s main purpose is to
serve takeout and delivery food to on-the-go students, while
Sicily’s restaurant serves a sit-down clientele. Though Sicily’s
Italian Restaurant and BelaRoma Deli are both restaurants
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Rebernik 2
that offer Italian style dining, as demonstrated by their
menus, the fact that they represent different communities is
evident in the layout, items, pricing, and language of their
menus.
Sicily’s and BelaRoma, while being very different types
of restaurants, share some basic similarities in their menus,
reflecting the shared goals of the restaurant business. Each of
the menus clearly displays the restaurant’s name in large letters, with a graphic underneath the title to catch the customer’s attention and to make the restaurant memorable to
the customers so that they will keep coming back. When the
customers first open the menus, a variety of food options are
revealed, conveniently following the order that they usually
are consumed, with appetizers listed first, followed by main
dishes and then desserts. Each variety of food is broken down
under different headings, such as “Appetizers” or “Pasta,”
thus making the menu easier to read and helping to guide
customers as they make their choices.
Upon further examination, each of the food items then
becomes a subheading, such as “Veggie Pita” or “Spinach
Lasagna,” with a description of the item underneath it; this is
done so that the customers know precisely what they are
ordering. The descriptions usually include vivid details and
adjectives that try to sell customers on a particular dish with
descriptions such as, “The lasagna is cooked until crusty
brown and bubbling hot.” The menus also include graphics
throughout to make them more pleasing for the customer to
peruse. The graphics include pictures of certain delectable
food items that persuade customers to order that item.
Finally, under each of the food descriptions is the price that
the restaurant charges for the item, which is included after
the description to downplay the cost as compared to the
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Rebernik 3
deliciousness of the entrée. The menus also include payment options that the customer may use.
All of these similarities reflect the purposes and audiences of the genre being utilized. Each menu is trying to
attract a certain customer base. The purpose of the restaurant menu is to make the food presentable in a way that customers will want to order the offered menu items. The menus
need to explain the food that they are serving so that the customer will have an understanding of what they are ordering
and what it costs. The audiences that the restaurants are trying to attract and their purposes are similar in the sense that
they want to attract people who want the convenience of
eating out instead of preparing food themselves. They also
want the service and good food that goes along with this. All
of these strategies are reasons for the similarities in the
menus of Sicily’s and BelaRoma.
Although the similarities in the menus reflect the
broader goals of restaurants to attract, serve, and maintain
customers, the differences in the menus reflect different situations. For instance, differences in the layout and organization of each menu become obvious just by looking at the
cover of each of the menus. BelaRoma’s inexpensively
printed, flyer-like menu is printed on bright yellow paper
to attract the customer’s eye when placed with other
takeout menus and is meant to be picked up or attached to
takeout orders so that customers can keep the flyer. “Free
Express Delivery” is displayed in bold lettering along with
BelaRoma’s phone and fax numbers, hours of operations,
payment options, and location all on the cover of the
menu--all of which fits with their emphasis on takeout
business. The restaurant needs to make it as easy as
possible for the prospective client to find its phone number
and location; otherwise they could easily move on to
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another takeout menu that more readily provides this
information.
Sicily’s restaurant’s menu, on the other hand, is slicker
and printed on heavier, more expensive paper and is colored
in a somber dark green and red coloring of Italy, giving the
feeling of a more formal eating environment. Sicily’s does
allow takeout ordering, but does not state this anywhere on
their menu, which is meant only for in-restaurant use. The
payment options, phone number, hours of operation, and
location are all listed on the back cover of the menu in contrast with BelaRoma having all this on the front cover,
demonstrating their different purposes. While BelaRoma has
coupons for menu items such as pizza on the back of its
menu, Sicily’s lists the numerous awards it has received such
as the Metro Weekly Award for “Best Italian Food” and
“Most Romantic Restaurant.” These differences in the cover
layouts of the two menus reflect the differences between the
communities in which Sicily’s and BelaRoma participate.
BelaRoma provides delivery services and takeout foods for a
mostly campus clientele. The Sicily’s menu reflects that they
are looking for a more sophisticated clientele and not one
that is looking for a fast takeout solution. Sicily’s primary business comes from sit-down dining, and that is reflected in the
more artistic and elaborate looking menu. Sicily’s lists its
awards on the back cover to give eating at the restaurant an
aura of prestige and attract diners that are looking for quality
food.
The menu items themselves are an accurate depiction
of the differences between the two restaurants. Sicily’s concentrates mainly on gourmet Italian food while BelaRoma
offers Italian-type foods and also a wide variety of American
fare. This is demonstrated by the statement on the front
cover of BelaRoma’s menu, “The diversity of our menu
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Rebernik 5
enables us to cater to a wide range of tastes and cravings.”
There is everything from Alfredo Pasta to a Mushroom
Swiss Burger on the BelaRoma menu. Sicily’s offers a wine
list and champagne, while BelaRoma offers Coca-Cola
products. The differences between the items Sicily’s and
BelaRoma carry reflect the different communities they are
trying to create. BelaRoma is trying to market a variety of
foods so that it can please almost everyone in a large group
of people, such as a large group of college students. Sicily’s
has narrowed the group towards whom it is marketing its
items to a smaller demographic group that only wants
higher-quality foods.
The price differential between Sicily’s restaurant’s menu
and BelaRoma restaurant’s menu further reflects the different
aims and audiences of the menus. The most expensive item
on BelaRoma’s menu is $15.00 for a large pizza that will
feed a few people on average--perfect for college students
who don’t have a lot of money--while Sicily’s most expensive
item is an entrée entitled Filet Chianti at the cost of $19.99
and is meant to feed one person, a bit more out of the college student’s range. A traditional Italian entrée of Lasagna
at BelaRoma costs $5.99 while at Sicily’s restaurant it costs
the customer $9.99. The more expensive foods that are
served at Sicily’s restaurant, along with the atmosphere and
service, justify the differences in prices. Sicily’s offers more
select Italian foods than BelaRoma. The quality of ingredients
that go into making the dishes are part of the higher pricing
as is the preparation and artistry involved. BelaRoma is
focused on college students who would be more interested
in the types of food that they serve--pizza, quick pasta
dishes--and therefore need to price their items so that
the average college student would be able to afford
them.
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The language on the menus fit the different price
ranges and different clienteles of each restaurant. The use
of elevated language in the Sicily’s menu reflects the higher
prices of its items and the more formal dining experience
they provide. There are entrées on the menu at Sicily’s such
as “Zuppa del Giornio” and “Chicken Saltimboca.” Most of
the items on BelaRoma’s menu consist of more familiar
names like “Spaghetti” and “Reuben.” This reflects the difference in types of food and claims to authenticity or ability
to specialize in Italian food that each establishment offers as
well as the different customers they are trying to attract.
Sicily’s restaurant is looking for more serious diners who
would be interested in trying a menu item named “Linguine
Pescatore” while BelaRoma is trying to attract customers-most likely college students--who want to be able to order a
“Bacon Swiss Burger” or “Cheese Sticks,” in addition to
Italian fare. The language of the menus, like the prices,
lends a particular atmosphere to the foods offered by each
restaurant.
The differences in the menus of BelaRoma Pizza and
Pasta and Sicily’s Italian Restaurant reflect the fact that
these eateries belong to different communities of eating
establishments. Each is using its menu to try to attract and
appeal to a specific clientele: Sicily’s is trying to attract a
smaller group of people who are more selective and who
only want Italian food while BelaRoma is trying to appeal to
their diverse clientele of mostly college students with many
different eating habits and tastes. While they share the similar goal of trying to get people to eat at their establishments and order their food, their strategies in menu layout,
pricing, language, and menu items reflect differences in target customers.
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Collaborative Activity 2.5
Drawing on the sample menus reproduced here and your reading of the sample
student paper, discuss with your classmates how you might extend the analysis.
Note the visual elements of the menus and point out additional features of format
as well as content, language, and structure that aren’t mentioned in the sample
paper. What other examples can be used to support the writer’s claims? Next,
compare and contrast the ways in which the two menus appeal to ethos, logos, and
pathos. Then discuss with your group what other conclusions you might draw
about the significance of the menus. What might your analysis of these menus
(along with Rebernik’s) lead you to conclude about the image of college students
that the owners of BelaRoma appear to have, for example? Or what might you
conclude about the larger scenes of these two restaurants?

Collaborative Activity 2.6
Bring to class a copy of a sample menu (many of which can be found online) from
the community in which your college/university is located and share the menus in
your small group. Notice the visual elements of the menus as well as the other
kinds of elements—content, structure, format, sentences, words. How do the
menus reflect similar or different purposes and define similar or different roles for
the restaurant and the customer? Based on the similarities and differences you
found, what conclusions might you draw about menus as a genre? For example,
what might you conclude about the role that menus play in setting the tone of a
situation? Or in establishing behavior in a scene? Finally, based on your analysis of
various menus, what might you conclude about the larger scene of restaurants in
your college community?

Practicing Genre Analysis
Having studied how genre analysis works and seen it in action in a couple of
samples, you now have the opportunity to practice doing genre analysis
yourself, using the guidelines for analyzing genre summarized in Box 2.1 on
pages 93 and 94. The three activities that follow will guide you, individually
and in groups, through the steps involved in analyzing genre. Then, in
Writing Activity 2.8, you will have a chance to carry out a genre analysis on
a genre of your own choosing, possibly one which you will then write about
in Writing Project 2.1.
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Collaborative Activity 2.7
This next set of three activities is your opportunity to work with classmates to conduct a genre analysis of a genre of your own choosing. First, collect and review
samples of the genre. Then list everything your group can think of that you might
know about the scene in which this genre is used—where it is used and the beliefs,
values, assumptions, and objectives of the people who use it. (For guidelines about
how to study and describe a scene, refer back to Box 1.2, pp. 44–45.) Then list
everything your group knows about the situation of the genre, using the questions
on situation in Box 2.1, Step 2. What do you know about the setting, subject, participants, and purposes of the genre?

Writing Activity 2.7
For this next step, work individually before sharing your results with your group so
that you learn how many patterns in the genre you can in fact see on your own.
Reread samples of the genre, looking for patterns in the genre’s features. For this
activity, work your way methodically through the list of features in Box 2.1 Step 3,
from content through diction. List any patterns you see in these samples. Be prepared to share your results with others in your group.

Collaborative Activity 2.8
Share your list of genre patterns with the group, adding to your list the patterns
others saw that you did not. After compiling a group list, your final task is to analyze what the patterns you noticed might tell you about the situation and scene in
which the genre is used. Again for this activity, your group should work methodically, writing down answers for each of the questions we suggest for analysis in Box
2.1, Step 4: From what the participants have to know through what attitude is
implied. Remember, you are working to discover what might be significant about
these patterns, what they might reveal to you about what the genre, situation, and
scene is about and what people within it are trying to do. There is not only one
good answer to these questions. Different analysts will discover different things, so
explore all the different interpretations your group members suggest. Be prepared
to share your discoveries with your teacher and other groups.

Writing Activity 2.8
Choose a genre that you would like to know something about, perhaps one that is
related to your academic major or your future profession or one you encounter in
your job, in volunteer work, or in other parts of your life outside of school. Then
perform a genre analysis on it, following the guidelines and questions in the pre-
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ceding activities and Box 2.1 (pp. 93–94). In the past, our students have chosen
such genres as the lab report, the resumé, the psychology research paper, the
graduate school writing sample, the sweepstakes letter, the wedding invitation, the
personal ad, the petition, and the school yearbook. In fact, this chapter’s analysis
of the Patient Medical History Form is based on the analysis work of one of our
students who was preparing to be a doctor. If you want to analyze a professional
genre but are uncertain about what genres are used in your academic major or
future profession, we encourage you to ask a professor or a graduate teaching
assistant, an upper-division student in the major, or a professional in that field.
Whatever genre you choose, make sure to keep track of your findings—either
in your class journal or notebook. You might need to refer to these notes later,
when you translate your analysis into writing for Writing Project 2.1. For now,
though, concentrate on trying to learn as much as you can about your genre.When
your research is complete, be prepared to report and discuss your findings with
your teacher and classmates.

When you learn to perform a genre analysis, you are not just learning
how to read a piece of writing. You are also learning how to read people’s
activities and behaviors within a scene. By doing the kind of genre analysis
you practiced in the preceding activities, you are, in a way, uncovering the
script of a scene; you are using the language of a scene to examine how people interact, think, and communicate within it. You are, in short, reading a
scene through its patterns of writing.

Turning Reading into Writing
Now that you have practiced doing genre analysis, how can you use what
you know about genre to make more effective writing choices? Chapter 3
explores this key question fully. Identifying a genre’s patterns and analyzing
what they mean does not give writers a ready-made syllabus or complaint
letter. Just as readers bring their own knowledge and beliefs to their reading
and can choose to resist the roles defined for them by genres, writers also do
more than just copy these patterns. Unlike a script for a play, where actors
have all their lines written and need to choose only how to perform those
lines, a genre’s pattern or “script” does not tell us, as writers, exactly what
actions to take, what roles to perform, or what sentences and words to use.
What it does give us is a general sense of the scene and situation and some
general rhetorical patterns, and we can use this knowledge of the scene and
people’s rhetorical behaviors within it to make more effective and informed
writing choices.
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Guidelines for Analyzing Genres

1. Collect Samples of the Genre
If you are studying a genre that is fairly public, such as wedding announcements, you can look at samples from various newspapers. You
can also locate samples of a genre in textbooks and manuals about the
genre, as we did with the complaint letters. If you are studying a less
public genre, such as the Patient Medical History Form, you might
have to visit several doctors’ offices to collect samples. If you are unsure
where to find samples, use our strategies for observing scenes in
Chapter 1 (p. 25) to ask a user of that genre for assistance.Try to gather
samples from more than one place (for example, wedding announcements from different newspapers or medical history forms from different doctors’ offices) so that you get a more accurate picture of the complexity of the genre. The more samples of the genre you collect, the
more easily you will be able to notice patterns within the genre.

2. Identify the Scene and Describe the Situation in Which
the Genre Is Used
Following the guidelines in Box 1.2, Step 1 (p. 40), try to identify the
larger scene in which the genre is used. Seek answers to questions about
the genre’s situation. Consider:
• Setting: Where does the genre appear? How and when is it transmitted and used? With what other genres does this genre interact?
• Subject: What topics, issues, ideas, questions, etc. does the genre
address? When people use this genre, what is it that they are interacting about?
• Participants: Who uses the genre?
Writers: Who writes the texts in this genre? Are multiple writers possible? What roles do they perform? What characteristics must writers of this genre possess? Under what circumstances do writers
write the genre (e.g., in teams, on a computer, in a rush)?
Readers: Who reads the texts in this genre? Is there more than one
type of reader for this genre? What roles do they perform? What
characteristics must readers of this genre possess? Under what circumstances do readers read the genre (e.g., at their leisure, on the
run, in waiting rooms)?
• Purposes: Why do writers write this genre and why do readers read
it? What purposes does the genre fulfill for the people who use it?
(continued on next page)
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3. Identify and Describe Patterns in the Genre’s Features
What recurrent features do the samples share? For example:
• What content is typically included? What excluded? How is the content treated? What sorts of examples are used? What counts as evidence (personal testimony, facts, etc.)?
• What rhetorical appeals are used? What appeals to logos, pathos,
and ethos appear?
• How are texts in the genres structured? What are their parts, and
how are they organized?
• In what format are texts of this genre presented? What layout or
appearance is common? How long is a typical text in this genre?
• What types of sentences do texts in the genre typically use? How
long are they? Are they simple or complex, passive or active? Are the
sentences varied? Do they share a certain style?
• What diction (types of words) is most common? Is a type of jargon
used? Is slang used? How would you describe the writer’s voice?

4. Analyze What These Patterns Reveal about the Situation
and Scene
What do these rhetorical patterns reveal about the genre, its situation,
and the scene in which it is used? Why are these patterns significant?
What can you learn about the actions being performed through the
genre by observing its language patterns? What arguments can you make
about these patterns? As you consider these questions, focus on the following:
• What do participants have to know or believe to understand or
appreciate the genre?
• Who is invited into the genre, and who is excluded?
• What roles for writers and readers does it encourage or discourage?
• What values, beliefs, goals, and assumptions are revealed through
the genre’s patterns?
• How is the subject of the genre treated? What content is considered
most important? What content (topics or details) is ignored?
• What actions does the genre help make possible? What actions does
the genre make difficult?
• What attitude toward readers is implied in the genre? What attitude
toward the world is implied in it?
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Rather than staring at a blank page or screen and guessing about how to
begin writing or what to write about, you can turn to your knowledge of genres. Writing becomes choosing, not guessing. By analyzing any given genre,
for example, you can make choices regarding major rhetorical elements:
Your purpose as writer
Knowing what genres are available in a given scene and how and why they
are used will help you decide which one can best accomplish your purpose
in writing. On the other hand, if you are assigned a genre to write and are not
sure about your purpose for writing it, studying the genre can show you the
purposes other writers have pursued with that genre. In either case, purpose
and genre are interrelated: Your purpose for writing affects your choice of
genre and your choice of genre affects your purpose.
Your role as a writer
Your role as a writer has to do with the kind of persona you choose to present in order to be persuasive as a speaker or writer. For example, should
you be aggressive, soft-spoken, excited, subdued, or confident? The persona you choose will have a great deal to do with how effectively you write
within a specific scene, as we saw in the example of the complaint letter.The
patterns of behavior and communication within a genre will help you
choose the role within that scene that will be the most appropriate in fulfilling your purpose.
Your readers
Certain genres are geared toward certain readers (the syllabus is geared
toward students, the resumé toward an employer). By analyzing the genre,
you learn something about your readers even though they may not be physically present. What do readers expect from the genre? For instance, do they
expect to be treated with respect? Do they expect you to assume authority?
Do they expect to laugh or cry or both? Do they expect you to be detailed,
technical, and complicated, or do they expect simple and direct communication? Knowing something about your readers as revealed through the
genre will help you “see” your audience, much like we began to “see” the
audience during our analysis of the complaint letter. Such knowledge will
help you decide what genre most suits your purpose.
Your subject matter
Any given subject can be treated in different ways depending on the genre
used. A writer who analyzes the genres first is in a better position to decide
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which genre to write and then how to treat the subject matter. Using your
knowledge of these genres, contemplate your subject matter: How should
you introduce it? Should you treat it objectively or personally? Do you need
to explain it in detail or is such explanation unnecessary? Should you present it logically or emotionally or sarcastically, etc.? Do you need to provide
examples? Should you be descriptive, argumentative, or both? Should you
present both sides of the subject? Do you need to quote experts on the subject or can you depend on your own authority? And so on. Knowledge of
the genre will help you make some of these decisions about what and how to
write.
Your format and organization
On a very obvious level, knowledge of a genre’s patterns will help you
decide how to format your writing. A resumé, for example, is formatted differently from a complaint letter. Knowing this, you begin to conceptualize
the appearance of your text so that what may have begun as a blank page or
screen suddenly has a shape.You can decide if you should present your content in the form of tables and charts, graphics, lists, prose, or poetry. The
structural features of a genre will help you decide not only how to format
the physical appearance of your writing; they will also help you decide how
to present and organize your ideas. For example, by learning the patterns of
a genre, you can decide what to mention first, second, third, and so on.You
can learn whether the main ideas are stated at the beginning or at the end,
whether to move from generalities to particularities or from particularities
to generalities. You can also decide what kinds of transitions, if any, to use
between different sections of the text. In short, not only will your genre
knowledge help you approach your subject matter, but it will also help you
present your subject matter in certain ways.
Your sentences and word choices
Having read samples of your genre should have given you a sense of the
typical style used in that situation, a feel for what texts in that genre sound
like.You can imitate that style, trying to make your text sound like the ones
you studied. As you revise your draft and take a more explicit and conscious
approach, knowing something about the genre’s sentence and diction patterns will help you decide, for instance, whether to use active or passive sentences. It will also help you decide how long your sentences should be and
what kind of complexity and variation is expected. In the resumé, for example, sentences often begin with a verb rather than a subject and need to be
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consistent (“Managed the sales department,” “Served as liaison between
employer and employees”). In other genres, of course, different sentence
styles are preferred.The same applies to word choices. In scientific research
articles, for example, the people being studied are often referred to as “subjects” while the pronoun “you” appears frequently in business letters. By
looking at the patterns in word choice within a genre, you will be able to
make more effective decisions about what words to use and why.
What we have just presented is meant only as a set of guidelines for
using your knowledge of a genre to make more effective writing choices
within that genre. There is no exact formula. The more you practice genre
analysis, the more skillful you will become at reading genre scenes and situations. The better you are able to read and understand the patterns of a
genre, the better you will become at knowing what purpose these patterns
serve and how to make use of them in your writing. The next chapter will
expand on this initial list and help you develop strategies for turning your
reading of a genre into your writing of a genre.

Writing Activity 2.9
Review the genre you analyzed collaboratively in the last sets of activities or the
genre of your choice in Writing Activity 2.8 (p. 91), including the samples you collected, your notes, and your conclusions. Based on your analysis, describe what a
writer needs to understand about the scene and situation in order to write that
genre. Use our suggested guidelines in Box 2.1 (pp. 93–94) and be as specific as
you can. As a writer of this genre, what choices would you make regarding your
role as writer, your readers, your subject matter, your format and structure, and
your sentences and word choices? Record your responses and be prepared to share
them with your teacher and classmates. Think of this activity as an exercise in
prewriting, planning, and invention. You will be able to use this work as you proceed through the next chapter.

Writing Projects
Writing Project 2.1
To demonstrate to your teacher and classmates your understanding of genre
analysis and to share your perspective on a particular genre, write your own genre
analysis paper, either of the genre which you studied in Collaborative Activities 2.7
and 2.8 (p. 91) or of the genre you chose to study in Writing Activity 2.8 (p. 91).
Much of this chapter has been teaching you how to perform a genre analysis. Now
you have a chance to write a paper based on that analysis (we recommend you
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review the sample genre analysis paper and our discussion of it in this chapter).
For this assignment, write a paper (4 to 5 pages) for your instructor and classmates that makes a claim about what the genre you have chosen tells us about the
people who use it and the scene in which it is used. Be sure that your paper makes
a claim and has a controlling idea about what you think the genre reveals about
some aspect of the situation or scene: How people behave, their goals and beliefs,
or the actions they perform. (You might wish to review the description of controlling idea and how the sample genre analysis paper used its controlling idea, pp.
73–74.) Your controlling idea will also need to be supported by specific examples
and explanations taken from your analysis of the genre.

Writing Project 2.2
Write a complaint letter of your own. First, select a subject (an actual problem you
have had with a product or service). Then decide on an audience (someone who
can address your problem, perhaps researching the name of the head of Customer
Service for a specific company or the boss of someone whose service was inadequate—checking a company’s Web site is a good starting place for researching
such information). Drawing on the analysis of the complaint letter and the samples in this chapter, write your own complaint letter. Finally, write a cover memo
(a brief, straightforward description) addressed to your teacher that explains what
choices you had to make about such things as your letter’s content, appeals, structure, format, sentences, and words and how your choices reflected your particular
situation and scene.

Writing Project 2.3
As we mentioned earlier in the chapter, there are various ways to register
complaints, the genre of the business complaint letter being one of them. Imagine
a situation in which you wanted to register a complaint within the scene of your
college or university, say about the availability of parking on campus or the cost of
tuition or the lack of funding for student activities, etc. First identify an actual
complaint and then decide to whom and where to address the complaint. Then
choose a genre that would best accomplish your purpose for your situation and
compose that genre. When you are finished, submit the genre along with a cover
memo to your teacher explaining why you chose the genre you did and how it is an
effective response given the scene and your purpose, audience, and subject.

